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The thrill of making music with a friend or teacher is captured in this new series of duets. Written for pianists at the lateelementary level, the pieces in this collection require hands-together coordination and move around the keyboard. Both
primo and secondo parts are equal in difficulty. A variety of keys, styles, meters, and tempos are featured. Titles: * A Bell
Carol * Icicle Waltz * Jalapeño Hop * Recital Rag * Rockin' Good Times * A Suspenseful Situation
Presents literary criticism on writers and illustrators for children and young adults. Critical essays are selected from
leading sources, including published journals, magazines, books, monographs, reviews, and scholarly papers.
From the bestselling author of How to Train Your Dragon comes an exciting high-adventure series--set in a magical time,
full of Wizards, Warriors, Giants and Sprites. This was once the story of a young boy Wizard and a young girl Warrior
who had been taught since birth to hate each other like poison. But now, the boy Wizard and girl Warrior have been
brought together in the Badwoods and they have witnessed the shocking consequences of the Stone That Takes Away
Magic. They will need to cast aside their differences once more--for an Evil Spell has broken free. It's up to Xar and Wish
to find the ingredients. But it means entering dangerous territory unannounced... Cressida Cowell brings her trademark
wit to this spellbinding sequel, along with the stunning artwork and heartfelt adventure that has made her beloved around
the world, weaving a story that is sure to transport readers to a world that will enchant and bewitch them.
As winter's longest night approaches, Merlin faces the most difficult challenge of his life—to unite all of Fincayra against
the evil warlord Rhita Gawr. But in the midst of this comes the mysterious Sword Arms, who is hunting and attacking
Fincayra's children. With tensions high, can Merlin unite the battling forces deep within himself to save the children, unify
the Fincayrans, and regain the long lost wings that will enable him—and his people—to choose their true destiny?
Merlin's fragile home on the isle of Fincayra is threatened by the attack of a mysterious warrior with swords for arms and
by the escape of Stangmar from his imprisonment, as Merlin continues to move toward his ultimate destiny.
Basil, a small, flying lizard, makes a surprising discovery while engaged in Avalon's great war between the evil Rhita
Gawr and the forces of good.
Sometimes there’s a fine line between truth and a lie. Eldwin’s quest to become a dragon rider seems hopeless, but he won’t let his dream
to bond with a dragon die. A sell-sword job with a caravan promises a decent payment, and offers him a chance to continue his quest. The
caravan he guards has a secret, and when he uncovers it, he can hardly believe his change of luck. However, despite the turn of events, his
life only gets harder and a chance meeting with an enemy brings Eldwin to a moral dilemma. He must now face the truth, which will shatter
everything he’s believed. Fans of Sarah K.L. Wilson’s Dragon School, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon and Anne McCaffrey’s Dragon Riders
of Pern will feel right at home. A Bond of Flame is the second episode of the series Dragon Riders of Osnen.
A wizard's book of crafts and recipes includes instructions for making clothes, tools, potions, decorations, and games related to the realm of
the wizard, and includes tales and legends of wizards of the past.
Grand Solos for Piano is Melody Boberäó»s first complete series of solo collections since she became an exclusive Alfred author. The music
in this six-book series is written in a variety of keys, styles, meters and tempos to appeal to both children and adults. The pieces have the
distinctive Bober sound and are fun to play, in addition to helping pianists progress technically and musically. Whether performed on a
concert grand, a digital piano or the family upright, these solos will truly sound "grand." Book 4 contains 10 pieces for early intermediate
pianists. Titles: * Antique Music Box * Boogie Shoes * El Matador * I Spy * Pine Tree Rag * Prelude in F Major * Scary Movie * Stormy Night *
Whirling Tarantella * Wild Appaloosa "El Matador" and "Stormy Night" were selected for the Federation Festivals 2011-2013
Grand Solos for Piano is Melody Boberäó»s first complete series of solo collections since she became an exclusive Alfred Music author. The
music in this six-book series is written in a variety of keys, styles, meters and tempos to appeal to both children and adults. The pieces have
the distinctive Bober sound and are fun to play, in addition to helping pianists progress technically and musically. Whether performed on a
concert grand, a digital piano or the family upright, these solos will truly sound "grand." Book 2 contains 10 pieces for elementary pianists,
some of which contain optional duet accompaniments for teacher, parents or other family members to share in the fun. Titles: * Bugle CallŒæ
* The Clock TowerŒæ * Give Me a ClueŒæ * Kangaroo Kick-BoxŒæ * Night WindŒæ * Ridin' the Texas TrailŒæ * Sneaky SamŒæ * Snow
Castle WaltzŒæ * Sunnyside WaltzŒæ * Watching the Stars
Grand Solos for Piano is Melody Bobers first complete series of solo collections since she became an exclusive Alfred author. The music in
this six-book series is written in a variety of keys, styles, meters and tempos to appeal to both children and adults. The pieces have the
distinctive Bober sound and are fun to play, in addition to helping pianists progress technically and musically. Whether performed on a
concert grand, a digital piano or the family upright, these solos will truly sound grand. Book 4 contains 10 pieces for early intermediate
pianists. Titles: Antique Music Box * Boogie Shoes * El Matador * I Spy * Pine Tree Rag * Prelude in F Major * Scary Movie * Stormy Night *
Whirling Tarantella * Wild Appaloosa. 24 pages.
The Princess Maura Tales Complete 5-Book Series: Wall of Doom, Wall of Peril, Wall of Glory, Wall of Conquest, Wall of Victory

Thirty of the most dangerous creatures on the planet range from the diminutive poison dart frog to the Great White shark. Captions
offer fascinating facts about the king cobra, scorpion, crocodile, and other predators.
Write your legend, draw your destiny, and take flight The legend starts with you Do you love to draw or write? Do you want to tell
your very own dragon stories? In this official Wings of Fire journal, you'll gather story ideas, create awesome dragon characters,
imagine new worlds, and decide how YOU want to tell your story. With guidance from Tui T. Sutherland, you'll be able to engage
with the Wings of Fire series in a more interactive and exciting way than ever before Get ready to spread your wings in this guide
to telling your very own story with Tui T. Sutherland, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Wings of Fire series
Grand Solos for Piano is Melody Bober’s first complete series of solo collections since she became an exclusive Alfred author.
The music in this six-book series is written in a variety of keys, styles, meters and tempos to appeal to both children and adults.
The pieces have the distinctive Bober sound and are fun to play, in addition to helping pianists progress technically and musically.
Whether performed on a concert grand, a digital piano or the family upright, these solos will truly sound "grand." Book 6 contains 9
pieces for late intermediate pianists. Titles: * 006 Blues * Butterfly * Dragonfly * Evening Snowfall * Flying Leaves * Jazz 'n' Java *
The Keepsake * Sweet Memories * Valse Dramatico
Forbidden Description: … To see him again is forbidden. Angeline knows Father Hadrian will never forgive her for their ugly history.
When the king of the vampires seeks vengeance for Hadrian's recent betrayal, she'll risk everything to protect the vampire she still
loves. But when she agrees to give Hadrian her blood, all of Heaven will break loose. HEAT LEVEL: 3 out of 5 flames. Important
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Publisher’s Note: The start of Hadrian and Angeline’s story is in a novella called Dark Mercy. Because it is so integral to the
events of Forbidden, Dark Mercy has been included here first. You can use the TOC to choose which order to read them or to skip
ahead to Forbidden if you’ve already read Dark Mercy. The events of Dark Mercy occur in 1955 Las Vegas. The events of
Forbidden occur in the present time, not long after the events of Life Cycle (Preternaturals, Book 4). Forbidden can be read out of
order from the rest of the series, but as always, the various interconnections between the background characters make more
sense read in order. Dark Mercy Description: … Forgive me Father, for I’m about to sin. Angeline has been on the run from her
vampire sire for centuries. She’s tired and lonely. High from mescaline-infused blood, she receives a sign—a glowing church in the
distance. And she knows. Her future mate is in that building. The only trouble? Hadrian is a devout priest. It will take strong
persuasion for him to see the world her way. The Complete Preternaturals (Paranormal Romance Series): Book 1: Blood Lust
Book 2: Save My Soul Book 3: The Catalyst Book 4: Life Cycle Book 5: Forbidden Book 6: Unleash The Moon Preternaturals
Shorts: Cat Fight Dark Mercy (Forbidden Teaser) If you enjoy Zoe Winters, here are some other authors you might also enjoy:
Bella Forrest, J.R. Ward, Milly Taiden, H.P. Mallory, Amanda Hocking, Cynthia Eden, and Larissa Ione Zoe Winters writes
paranormal vampire romance and werewolf romance.
The Abandoned Kingdom Lord Akir was tired of fighting senseless wars for a bloodthirsty, greedy king. He dreamed of starting a
kingdom where his men could live in peace and benefit from their loyalty and hard work. This dream seemed unlikely until Lord
Akir was approached by a wizard claiming to have had a vision of an abandoned kingdom far to the unexplored north. Lord Akir
was a practical man who thought that all wizards were charlatans, but there was something different about this wizard. Deciding to
take a chance, Lord Akir sails north with several ships and discovers a lush kingdom which is indeed abandoned as the wizard
predicted. Now the wizard suggests that they sail farther north where he maintains lies the Fairy Kingdom, claiming the legendary
fairies would help Lord Akir establish his new kingdom. Lord Akir is no fool. He knows that the wizard has his own reasons for
wishing to visit the Fairy Kingdom and as soon as their interests no longer aligned, there would be trouble....
How to Train Your Dragon author's latest masterpiece, DreamWorks is about to adapt an animated movie! It is extremely difficult
to gather the materials for the Spell to Eliminate Lich. Hope and Zal are on the dangerous road to stop the Lich King, but some
partners will betray them?? Film and television rights will be sold before publication, and animated films will be adapted by
DreamWorks! Recommended by Amazon editors, translated into 38 languages around the world, and received rave reviews from
all over the world! Together with the Harry Potter and Little Witch Matida series, won the Blue Peter Book Award for Children's
Literature!
Having stumbled upon his hidden powers, the young wizard Merlin voyages to the Otherworld in his quest to find himself and the way to the
realm of the spirit.
Chinese edition of "Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix," simplified Chinese edition. In Simplified Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai
Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Grand Solos for Piano is Melody Boberäó»s first complete series of solo collections since she became an exclusive Alfred Music author. The
music in this six-book series is written in a variety of keys, styles, meters and tempos to appeal to both children and adults. The pieces have
the distinctive Bober sound and are fun to play, in addition to helping pianists progress technically and musically. Whether performed on a
concert grand, a digital piano or the family upright, these solos will truly sound "grand." Book 5 contains 9 pieces for intermediate pianists.
Titles: * CarefreeŒæ * Carnival RagŒæ * Lakeside MorningŒæ * Music Box MemoryŒæ * Night ShadowsŒæ * Rush Hour BoogieŒæ * Too
CoolŒæ * A Visit to ViennaŒæ * Winter in Whitman County
“A wizard shares 600 years worth of ideas for staging a party, along with an appropriate story to tell guests for each occasion....Craft and
food ideas usually have some magical twist...decorations, games, food, songs, and stories are described in great detail...the ultimate, overthe-top, party idea book.” —School Library Journal.
An epic detailing the Great War of the Ring, a struggle between good and evil in Middle-Earth, in which the tiny Hobbits play a key role.
"A new method for reading the tarot. Using almost any tarot deck and a memory from their past, readers can gain understanding of their
present and insight into their future"--Provided by publisher.
Grand Solos for Piano is Melody Bober’s first complete series of solo collections since she became an exclusive Alfred author. The music in
this six-book series is written in a variety of keys, styles, meters and tempos to appeal to both children and adults. The pieces have the
distinctive Bober sound and are fun to play, in addition to helping pianists progress technically and musically. Whether performed on a
concert grand, a digital piano or the family upright, these solos will truly sound "grand." Book 1 contains 10 pieces for early elementary
pianists with optional duet accompaniments for a teacher, parent or other family member to share in the fun. Titles: * Black Cat Waltz *
Blarney Stone Jig * College Hill Cheer * A Frightful Night * Magic Maracas * Sea Song * Sneakin' Around * Snowboard Boogie * Summer
Afternoon * Tiptoe in the Dark
Dragons can be dangerous … … if you don’t bond with them first. Eldwin wants to follow in his father’s footsteps and become a Dragon
Guard, but not for the glory. With his family dead and their lands dying, the opportunity to join the dragon rider school is all he has. But before
Eldwin can bond with a dragon and guard the skies, he must pass three tests to prove his worth. Compassion, magical aptitude, and armed
combat. He’s determined to pass, but his maimed arm is a constant reminder of his disadvantage. Will the obstacles Eldwin faces keep him
from reaching his dreams, or will he finally see what it’s like to ride the skies? Fans of Sarah K.L. Wilson’s Dragon School, Christopher
Paolini’s Eragon and Anne McCaffrey’s Dragon Riders of Pern will feel right at home. ?Trial by Sorcery is the first episode of the series
Dragon Riders of Osnen.
Historians have tended to point to John F. Kennedy's 1960 bid for the presidency as the first time a candidate relied extensively on public
opinion polls to drive a campaign. Polling has come to define American politics, and is perhaps most clearly embodied in Bill Clinton, the post
poll-driven president in history. Melvin G. Holli dismisses this notion, however, and reveals that presidential reliance on public opinion polls
dates back to the New Deal Era, when Franklin Roosevelt employed a first-generation Finnish-American named Emil Hurja to conduct polls
for this 1932 and 1936 presidential campaigns. Holli shows us how Hurja convinced the Democratic National Committee to allow him to apply
the new science of polling FDR's presidential campaign of 1932. Roosevelt's triumph at the polls in that year and again in 1936, as well as the
spectacular 1934 Democratic mid-term congressional victory was legendary. Holli restores Hurja to his rightful place in American history and
politics, showing us that the Washington press corps were right on target when they dubbed Hurja the 'Wizard of Washington'.
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